Products, Decors and Services
Your source of inspiration.
Your ideas supported.
Egger Decorative Collection 2017 – 2019

U350 ST9
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You’re full of fresh ideas.
Here you have
the solutions.
The world of interior and furniture design is undergoing constant and accelerating
change. The range of products is forever growing. But you stay ahead of the game.
Always.
You have the answers. And the right product at the right time. In a constantly
changing world, that’s an advantage. Your advantage.
Your customers have high expectations. Which is why they turn to you. Because
you exceed them. They desire the continual improvement of surfaces, decors and
textures. You can provide that.
You provide the reliability that demanding clients appreciate. And because you
have a wide and versatile repertoire of solutions, you’re able to precisely meet
your customers’ requirements. Every time.
The huge variety of combinations in the new EGGER Decorative Collection
2017–2019 will help you to build on these strengths. Valuable inspiration, smart
solutions and a well-thought-through holistic system come as standard.
On the following pages discover an intelligent, interlocked system of the latest
decors, materials, and services for the world of furniture and interior design.
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Reliable and quick product
sourcing via global
distribution network and
availability from stock

EGGER Decorative Collection

An interlocked
system to support you in
your daily work.

From the comprehensive range of decors incorporating the
latest technological advances, to the full suite of supporting
products and services...

Source of inspiration
→→

New decors and textures
allowing for numerous
application possibilities

Trend orientated and broad
product matched collection
from one source
Full range of services
to get the most out of
our products
→→
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Trend information, 9-Grid,
Case studies, Combination ideas

Sampling, myEGGER,
EGGER App, VDS Online

...everything was designed to allow you to
work with speed, confidence and success.
At EGGER, it all starts with you.
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Products
Furniture & Interior Design
Designing a home or a commercial
interior? Need MFC for a kitchen or
shop changing room? How about
flame retardant materials for hotels
or apartment blocks? You’ll find
everything here, from a single source.
And because decors are available
across almost all of our materials, with
short delivery times and low minimum
order quantities, you have maximum
design freedom. Product sourcing
doesn’t get easier or quicker than this.

H3113 ST15
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Matching and coordinating products
Eurolight Lightweight Board
H3325 ST28

MFC Sliding Doors
H3325 ST28

→→

see page 20

Eurodekor MFC
U708 ST9

Compact Laminate
H3325 ST28
→→

Eurodekor MDF
H3170 ST12

see page 30
→→

see page 16

Eurolight Lightweight Board
H3170 ST12

PerfectSense Laminate
U999 PM
→→

see page 22

Eurodekor MFC
U708 ST9
→→

see page 14

Eurodekor MDF
U708 ST9

Edging
F8981 AC
Laminate Flooring
→→

see page 24

H2756 ST62
→→

see page 36

Laminate
U708 ST9
→→
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see page 26
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Eurodekor MFC
U390 ST9

Laminate

Eurodekor MFC

PerfectSense

U163 ST9

U999 PG / ST2
U999 PM / ST2

H3170 ST12
→→

see page 14
→→

Door Size Laminate

Flammex Flame Retardant Board

U708 ST9

H3325 ST28

Eurodekor MFC
U350 ST9

→→
→→

see page 22

see page 28

see page 34

Worktops
W1000 ST76
→→

Flammex Flame Retardant Board

Laminate

H3325 ST28

H3170 ST12

see page 32

Eurodekor Plus
→

Laminate

see page 24

U708 ST9
→

see page 18

U708 ST9
→→

see page 26

Laminate Flooring
H2756 ST62
→

10

see page 36
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Comprehensive
solutions in matching

Your benefits at a glance

Good to know

→ A comprehensive decor range covering needs from

In addition to a broad portfolio of matching materials,

classic to in-vogue, industrial styles
→ Extensive choice of decors and textures in multiple
materials

such as Melamine Faced Boards (e.g. MFC), Laminate,
and Edging, we also have a number of different
substrates, which can be specified according to which
application you are designing for: 

→ By combining products with the same decor there
is no compromise on appearance and performance

products.

→ Potential to save costs, owing to the above
→ Assurance that you’re using environmentally

from high traffic areas and moisture resistance,
to light weight or flame retardant products.
In addition, our wide range of Raw Boards provide also
other finishes which allow lacquering or painting.

friendly products

Technical, aesthetic, economic and environmental constraints can make a project
challenging. With the same decor being available on multiple products within
the EGGER Decorative Collection 2017– 2019, you can specify the most
appropriate material for your application.

→→

Find out more on www.egger.com/decorative

With no compromise on the colour scheme or performance, which means
you can stay focused on your customers‘ needs and on what you do best.

Our product range
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H1180 ST37
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Your benefits at a glance
→ Offer the look and feel of solid wood,
veneers, metals, stones and lacquer without
the premium price tag
→ Environmentally sustainable and recycable
→ Ready to use, requiring no oiling, staining,
lacquering or further protection

Eurodekor Melamine Faced Chipboard

Your multi-use
material for furniture

applications.

→ Easy to process

The ideal material for a wide variety of vertical and horizontal furniture
applications such as cupboards, wardrobes, wall panelling and desking,
Eurodekor MFC (Melamine Faced Chipboard) is a pre-bonded finished material,
constructed from a decorative printed paper, covering a chipboard core which
requires no further fabrication except edging.
H3170 ST12

Good to know
Our Feelwood range of decors (p. 42) feature a
double layer of paper to be able to create the

Eurodekor MFC
Decorative impregnated paper

depth of texture often seen with solid wood.
Thin enhancement adds slightly to the overall
thickness.

Eurospan Chipboard

Decorative impregnated paper

A variety of core boards are available such
as P3 (moisture resistant) or Flammex (flame
retardant) – you will always find a solution for
your project.

→→
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Find out more on www.egger.com/mfc
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Eurodekor Melamine Faced MDF Boards

Your versatile
solution.

Your benefits at a glance

Good to know

→ Excellent screw holding of heavy loads

The fibreboard has a consistent, homogenous composition

→ Suitable for curved applications
→ Can be grooved or routered

board which makes further processing much easier.
It is also available in different qualities depending on the
application, such as flame retardant or MDF MB (membrane

→ Edges can be painted, lacquered or left
unfinished

quality for deep routering) for example.
There are more than 200 decors available in the MDF range
giving you a multitude of design options.

Eurodekor MDF (Medium Density Fibreboard) has exactly the same surface finish
as Eurodekor MFC but has a fibreboard core, making it the ideal choice for wall
panelling or slatwall in commercial applications, such as retail and hospitality.

→→

Find out more on www.egger.com/mdf

Eurodekor MDF
Decorative impregnated paper

EGGER MDF-Board

Decorative impregnated paper

H3170 ST12
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Your benefits at a glance

Eurodekor Plus ML / MW

→ Very good screw withdrawal resistance
→ Very good bending strength in all directions
→ Particularly well suited for large span constructions
→ Provides high impact resistance
→ Good dimensional stability
W1001 ST9
H3170 ST12

Good to know
Eurodekor Plus multilayer is available on our core board
Eurospan E1 P2.
For a broader offer on all thicknesses, and from single

Your dependable
surface.
When you have a project requiring a higher level of strength or impact, MFC with
additional layers could be the answer. Dependent upon the bending requirement
in your project, we offer a 0.6 mm multilayer construction. Multilayer boards offer
a high-quality finish for surfaces subject to high levels of stress. This makes
them exceptionally well suited for use in commercial premises.

piece orders use laminate bonded boards.
Specify Eurodekor MW to create a seamless white finish.

Thanks to the combination of many layers, Eurodekor
Plus ML/MW boards are suitable for both vertical and
horizontal use.

→→

Find out more on www.egger.com/eurodekorplus

Decorative impregnated paper

Eurodekor Plus ML

Underlay brown
(minimum of one)
Eurospan
Chipboard
Underlay brown
(minimum of one)
Decorative impregnated paper
White decorative impregnated paper

Eurodekor Plus MW
Underlay white
(minimum of one)
Eurospan
Chipboard
Underlay white
(minimum of one)
White decorative impregnated paper
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Eurolight Lightweight Board

Lightweight &
high strength

– the perfect combination.

Your benefits at a glance
→ Create thick, premium looking furniture more easily
and for less cost
→ Up to 60 % lighter than its equivalent thickness in
chipboard which makes furniture easier to carry
around and to process
→ High strength means less bending in wide spans
→ Hollow core enables hidden LED lighting and wiring
→ Environmentally friendly product saving resources

Eurolight is a sandwich construction made from chipboard top and
bottom surface layers, combined with a light, yet robust recycled
cardboard honeycomb core. A chunky look, combined with low weight
and high strength makes it perfectly suited to a wide range of
applications such as cladding, carcassing, table tops/desking, shelving,
sliding doors, internal doors and furniture.

H3170 ST12

Good to know
Eurolight Lightweight Board

8 mm Surface layer

Eurolight is available either with a decorative surface,
raw (for bonding veneer or laminates), or a painting grade

Recycled cardboard honeycomb core

8 mm Surface layer

option (for client specific uni colours).
It comes in either 38 mm or 50 mm thickness, with
matching edging. To further emphasise the thickness,
you can use one of our Accent edges or one of our ABS
edges to create a contrast (p.25).

→→
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Find out more on www.egger.com/eurolight
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Your benefits at a glance

PerfectSense Lacquered Boards

Gloss & matt

→ Anti-Fingerprint finish on PerfectSense Matt
prevents smudges and smears on even the most
tactile of areas, such as handless doors

for a premium look.

→ New level of reflection of PerfectSense Gloss
allows you to create a high-end look comparable
to glass or acrylic
→ Easier fabrication than glass
→ The wide width of 2070 mm provides better

PerfectSense is a premium category of high-gloss and matt lacquered boards
with an MDF substrate. It meets the demand for high-quality finishes that
appear in some of the more sophisticated living and commercial spaces,
including high-end retail and furniture design. Possible applications include wall
paneling, wardrobes, sliding doors or furniture fronts.

utilization and less wastage

PerfectSense Matt has an extremely low-sheen, matt surface, that comes
with an “Anti-Fingerprint” finish.
PerfectSense Gloss has a highly reflective surface and an exceptionally
smooth finish.

Good to know
MDF as a homogeneous core material ensures that
PerfectSense has a smooth and flawless surface.
A unique UV coating is added that is both hardwearing
and protective.
To create spaces and furniture with impact, combine
the extreme textures in a single design emphasising

PerfectSense Lacquered Board

their contrasting appearance.
Sealer

Due to its unique construction specific processing
instructions should be followed.

→→

Primer

Protection foil

UV TOP Coat lacquering

Decorative
impregnated paper

Find processing instructions and more
on www.egger.com/perfectsense

EGGER MDF-Board
Decorative
impregnated paper
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U999 PM / ST2
U999 PG / ST2
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Edging

Your benefits at a glance

When details
matter.

→ Save time and effort by sourcing boards and edges from
a single supplier
Board: H3309 ST28
ABS Edge: H3309 ST28

→ Colour and texture matched to our boards ensuring a
consistent appearance
→ Make the edge a feature by choosing from our selection
of Accent edges or use any of our more than 300 edges
to create a contrast
→ Easily fabricated
→ ABS/PMMA Edging is easy to dispose of by incinerating

EGGER edging is designed for covering the exposed edge of our wood
based panels which offers a sleek, yet robust decorative finish.

together with wood chip waste in approved systems

We provide both edging to match the board as well as accent edging to
focus on the edge as a design feature.
Board: H3309 ST28
End-grain Edge: Q3309

Good to know
Different features and dimensions according to the
applications and look you are trying to create.

→→

Find out more on www.egger.com/edging

Board: U708
Accent Edge: H8955 ST9

F8981 AC

If you need an edge width not available from our stock
we can cut to your requirements.

→→
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Board: H3309 ST28
ABS Edge: U646 ST9

Scan QR code and cut to your specific
requirements using our edging configurator
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Your benefits at a glance
→ Highly durable and resistant to scratches and
impact
→ 300 decors available from one sheet
→ High-quality material reproductions saving costs
and processing time compared to materials such
as veneer, metals, stone and lacquer
H3170 ST12

→ Environmentally friendly, resource conserving

Laminate Products

Your highly durable
surfacing option,

for both curved and
straight applications.

solution compared to using real materials
→ When used on square and rectangular shaped
furniture the joins can be hidden by bonding the
laminate to each external surface
→ Almost all are postformable

Good to know
Different features of laminates are linked to
different sizes and applications:
On request, they come in flame retardant quality.
Door size optimised laminates save you costs

EGGER Laminate is made up of a decorative paper on the surface and multiple
layers of kraft paper in the core. The laminate sheet must be fabricated (bonded)
to a suitable substrate (normally chipboard or MDF).
Due to its multilayered construction, our Laminate is the perfect material for
medium to high traffic areas or where a hard wearing surface is required,
such as counter tops, doors, reception desks and a whole host of other interior
and shopfitting applications. Also, an ideal solution for curved surfaces or
rounded profiles.

and material waste.
For a seamless finish and continuity of colour all
the way through, use a coloured core laminate.
Our Feelwood XL product combines the texture
of wood with the benefits of laminate. Its extra
large format is optimised for cutting.
We also provide laminate bonded boards to
save processing time and laminate from rolls to
optimize cutting and reduce waste.

Overlay

Decorative
impregnated paper
Soda kraft paper

Reverse side paper
→→
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Laminate

Difference of Coloured
Core Laminate
For the construction of Coloured
Core Laminate, the colour of the
decorative impregnated paper
throughout the thickness of the
laminate is the same.

Find out more on www.egger.com/laminate
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Door Size Laminate

Your benefits at a glance

Opening up
possibilities.

→ Save money due to lower waste as sizes are optimized
for the production of doors
→ Highly durable making it suitable for high traffic areas
→ Woodgrain decors provide the look & feel of solid wood
→ Doors can be coordinated with other furniture parts of
the room due to matching materials such as MFC & ABS
edging

EGGER Laminates are suitable for a variety of applications. Beside the common formats, the
collection also provides two laminate dimensions especially suited for doors. Naturally, the
surface properties of EGGER Laminates comply with current standards and regulations.
Their high resistance against surface abrasion, impact resistance and scratch resistance
guarantee a long lifespan.
Many of the 90 door size laminate decors are also available in other products. This allows
you to precisely coordinate your doors with other furniture elements within the room.

Good to know
The surface properties of laminates comply with current
standards and regulations (EN 438:2016).
Format Door Size Laminate
Format 1

2150 × 950 × 0.8 mm

Format 2

2150 × 1020 × 0.8 mm

Format 1

or frames, we offer you our Micro laminate in 0.15 mm
thickness for industrial production. Solutions for door skins

which have a very smooth and fine surface and are suitable

2800 × 1310 × 0.8 mm
Format 2

options of flat surfaces such as door leaves, door casings

can be found in our offer of Eurodekor Thin Chipboards

Standard Format
Format 3

If you search for decor and texture matching lamination

for lamination in matching decors.

Format 3
→→
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Find out more on www.egger.com/doorlaminate
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Good to know

Your benefits at a glance

Our Compact Laminate range contains more than 180

→ Create sleek and elegant designs

decor and texture combinations.
They come with a standard or flame retardant black
core. To give your furniture a completely different look
we offer Compact Laminates with a white core

→ Long lasting due to its hard wearing properties
and impact resistance
→ Moisture resistant, hygienic and easy to
maintain

(W1001 ST9 only).
Also, its durability opens up new opportunities for

→ Resistant to common cleaning products and
chemicals

Compact Laminate

Your elegant
solution for high traffic

applications.

Point of Sale and display modules where strong
resistance is needed.

→ Homogeneous material for precise processing
enabling customized design: Perfect material for
all kind of milling and routing

→→

Find out more on www.egger.com/compactlaminate

→ No edge or surface finish required

Compact Laminates have a multilayer structure. They are produced by bonding a fibrous core,
together with melamine impregnated decor papers, under high temperature and pressure to create a
self-supporting panel from as thin as 6 mm.
This makes it particularly suitable for areas where there may be an extra requirement for
hygiene standards and enhanced moisture resistance such as in bathrooms, sanitary facilities
and changing rooms.
The combination of durability and sleek design make Compact Laminate so interesting for a variety
of solutions within the commercial interiors market, from desks in offices to vanity units in hotel
bedrooms.

Compact Laminate

Overlay (optional)

Decorative impregnated paper

Fibre based core layers

Decorative impregnated paper

Overlay (optional)
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H3170 ST12 Black Core
W1001 ST9 White Core
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Your benefits at a glance
→ Durability for a long lifespan
→ High-scratch and impact resistance
→ For a coordinated look a selection of our Worktops
can be matched with doors, carcasses, shelving
and end panels made from MFC
→ Hygienic and stain resistant
→ Easy to look after and to maintain
→ The look and feel of solid wood, stone and ceramic
without the cost

Worktops

Model 100/1.5

Your everyday
work surface.
The high quality and durability of this product make it the ideal material for
kitchen, bathrooms, offices, and shopfitting applications such as counters.
The raw chipboard substrate has a decorative laminate bonded onto the
surface which can be either profiled around the edge (postforming model) or left
square (ABS edged).

Laminate 0.6 mm
Substrate:
Eurospan E1 P2

Model 300/3
Radius 1.5 mm
ABS edging 1.5 mm

Laminate 0.6 mm
Substrate:
Eurospan E1 P2
Under-edge seal

Balancer

UV lacquer
coating*

Radius 1.5 mm

Balancer

UV lacquer
coating

Radius 3 mm
High density
protective layer
Radius 3 mm

*not ST28 and ST37 Worktops

Good to know
Match your requirements with our range from
classic to modern wood and stone reproductions.
Matching splashback panels, wall end profiles,
accessories as well as laminates from the rolls are
also provided.
To add even more realism choose from our portfolio
of endgrain edges.
Make a design statement with Accent Edging.

→→
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Find out more on www.egger.com/worktops

F310 ST87
H3303 ST10
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Your benefits at a glance

Good to know

→ All Flammex products are classified Euroclass B

Design freedom is never compromised by function.

according to EN 13501
→ Regulates flammability by giving time for a
response until a fire fully emerges

Therefore we offer Eurodekor Flammex (chipboard
core), Eurodekor MDF Flammex and Laminate
Flammex in over 200 designs.
Moreover, Compact Laminate Flammex with a black

→ Regulates smoke and droplet development during

core is available in over 180 decors.

fire

→→

Flammex Flame Retardant Products

Safety by
design.

Find out more on www.egger.com/flammex

Many projects, such as schools, hospitals, hotels and other public spaces
have strict fire safety requirements. EGGER Flammex Flame Retardant
products are classified Euroclass B according to EN  13501-1, and comply
with common standards of fire protection. Their fire retardant qualities
take nothing away from the design possibilities for your projects as
Flammex products can be coordinated with almost the full decor offer of
our collection.

Our Flammex product range
Laminate Flammex
W1000 ST9
Compact Laminate Flammex
W1000 ST9

Eurodekor MDF Flammex
W1000 ST9

Eurospan Flammex
34

W1000 ST9
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More than just furniture
and interior products.
As our promise “More from wood” indicates, besides the furniture industry
and interior design area, we also supply products for flooring and
wood construction.
Depending on what the space is used for, EGGER flooring offers different
properties, while still being easy and quick to install, robust, resilient,
easy to care for and environmentally friendly.
Our three types of flooring cover all eventualities:

For all your
construction needs.
Design+ Flooring

Laminate Flooring

Comfort+ Flooring

Ultra modern. Ultra robust.

Durable. Natural. Economical.

Warm. Silent. Ecological.

Used mainly for commercial, but also

Long-lasting floors for residential and

Perfect for residential premises where

residential premises with high impact

commercial premises with normal

comfort is key.

and traffic areas.

traffic.

Ultra versatile.

→→
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Find out more on www.egger.com/flooring

Whatever you have planned, EGGER wood-based materials and solid
wood products are practical, efficient and reliable.
We supply a wide range of environmentally friendly OSB boards, OSB
tongue & groove boards, vapour-permeable and moisture-resistant
fibreboards and timber – for interior design, renovation projects, timber
engineering as well as for timber frame house construction.

→→

Find out more on www.egger.com/buildingproducts
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Textures
We strive for authenticity in all our decors,
so we pay special attention to not just the
look but the feel of them. Our textures
add expression and character, depth
and realism, all with the aim of making
them indistinguishable from the original
material. They allow you to create high
value projects.

38
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H1334 ST9

Light Sorano Oak
Take a look at the decor H1334, Light Sorano Oak. Developed over ten years
ago. It remains incredibly popular and has been selected for premium hotels
and shops as well as domestic kitchens and bathrooms.

Next generation
of textures

H1145 ST10

Natural Bardolino Oak
Now compare it to a decor from the same species
H1145, introduced in 2012, which is a more heavily
textured and realistic oak decor.

→

Your needs are paramount to us. So we’ve invested
heavily in innovation and have been able to develop
decors and textures that recognise your desire for not
just natural looking but authentic feeling products.
Recent advances in our product development, have
allowed us to create Feelwood, a next generation
development, that aligns texture and print to create a
high value finish.

H1180 ST37

Natural Halifax Oak
Finally, check out our latest innovation in finishes where the grain and
texture align. We call this new generation, Feelwood, as both the visual
and tactile aesthetic of wood have been recreated.

40
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Authentic look
The surfaces are indistinguishable from both
veneers and solid wood.

Feelwood

– the name says it all.

Lightfast and durable
Our reproductions have an advantage over the
original material in that they are more durable
and lightfast. Furthermore, if a replacement panel
is required, a reproduction will be a perfect colour

Our decors have continued to evolve as new technologies have become
available. Our latest innovation is the pinnacle of this evolution as both
the visual and tactile aesthetic of wood have been recreated. It’s all about
giving you the choice and the ability to offer your customers different
options depending on their expectations and budget.

match to the panels already in-situ.

Feelwood available in
matching products
Synchronised pore surfaces are available on
chipboard and MDF boards, Eurolight lightweight
boards, Worktops, Compact Laminates and
Laminates. To complete the look, we offer an ABS
edge with the look and feel of sawn timber.

New business
opportunities
The premium look and feel of our new finishes
open up a whole range of options for our
customers. Furniture manufacturers can now
develop a new, higher value range or piece of
furniture, door or kitchen. Specifiers or shop
fitters can also offer a higher value look and a
more cost-effective and durable alternative to
veneer.

42
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ST28

44

Feelwood Crafted

This texture is characterised by its authentic

This surface displays an interplay of matt and light-gloss elements. The matt

feel. Knots and planking create a natural feel

and softly brushed pore provides the surface with a beautiful depth effect,

reminiscent of solid wood.

giving it a very natural look – together with its pearlescent sheen.

ST29

ST36

ST33

Feelwood Nature

Feelwood Ambiance

ST37

Feelwood Rift

The texture has a striking, yet elegant appearance. It is ideal for

This texture has an authentic solid wood finish, which is

large applications to create a tasteful, sophisticated feel.

emphasised with its synchronised surface on the decor series

It traces the grain with soft recesses, creating a tactile effect.

Halifax Oak, giving the cracks and knots a tactile feel.

Feelwood Brushed

ST38

Feelwood Pinegrain

This surface exhibits a deeply brushed but very

The texture displays a deeply brushed softwood appearance with a high value

natural, matt character that gives many different

pearl effect thanks to the matt and gloss elements. The surface creates the look

types of wood an extremely authentic feel.

of painted or lacquered solid wood when applied to uni colours.
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→ PerfectSense
The future has arrived. PerfectSense lacquered
boards are much more than a conventional

PG

PerfectSense Gloss

melamine-faced MDF board. They epitomise the
PerfectSense Gloss is characterised by its

next generation of matt or gloss textures and

exceptionally smooth and deep reflective finish.

represent a new premium standard of board.
Manufactured using a sophisticated lacquering
process that is applied with precision to the
surface, PerfectSense Gloss offers an exceptional
reflective effect and smooth finish. PerfectSense
Matt, by contrast, feels warm and velvety.
Compared to many other lacquered boards they
are both scratch-resistant and robust.

PM

PerfectSense Matt
The warm and silky feel is combined with high
resistance and Anti-Fingerprint properties to
provide a high quality, matt finish.

46
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ST82

Mineral Granite
This strong textured surface provides a natural finish
to striking stone decors and furthermore, is highly
resistant.

More choice

ST87

Mineral Ceramic
This texture exhibits pronounced mattgloss effects, simulating the surface and

and authenticity

Uni-colours and wood reproductions remain extremely popular in the
furniture and interior design world. Furthermore, the need for authenticity
means that the choice of materials is paramount in combination with unis
and woodgrains.

feel of a ceramic sheet.

ST89

Mineral Rock
The surface texture of washed-out,
satined granite is ideal for uni colours.

Over the years our wide range of materials have become ever more natural
and authentic, with tactile textures that enable a dramatically expanded
palette to work from, as the following examples demonstrate:

ST16

Mineral Plaster
This surface has a plaster or spatula look, containing both
deep and raw as well as smooth and glossy elements. On
reproductions of concrete, metal and stone it creates a finish
difficult to tell apart from those actual materials. It provides uni
colours with a striking material character. On certain decors, such
as Claystone, the surface also achieves a synchronised effect.

→ Materials

ST76

Mineral Rough Matt
When it comes to worktops, the demand for matt surfaces in combination with stone
effects is increasing. The ST76 Mineral Rough Matt texture is modelled after a mottled
and softly brushed natural stone surface. It can be applied to numerous stone
reproductions, including slate and marble.

48
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ST2

→ Woodgrains

Smoothtouch Pearl
A mini-pearl texture, with a medium gloss level. This surface is robust, very
durable and is best used with uni and pearlescent colours.

ST9
ST22

Smoothtouch Matt
Used with uni colours and woodgrains offering a very

Deepskin Linear

soft and natural feel. This texture supports the trend for
matt surfaces.

A deep brushed finish with a matt-gloss linear grain. This
offers a realistic surface for linear woodgrain colours,
giving them more naturalness and depth.

ST15

Smoothtouch Velvet
A smooth, flat surface finish with low gloss levels and low maintenance.

ST86

Works well with a wide variety of woodgrains and material reproductions.

Deepskin Legno Horizontal
This is a horizontal version of the ST22 texture above. Its softly brushed
character often seen in softwood is used both on horizontal wood decors

HG

and uni-colours, looking especially good on white.

HighGloss
A smooth surface for CPL with high gloss level, especially
suited for uni colours and premium woodgrain decors.
For MFC, we offer ST30 with a different high gloss level.

ST10

Deepskin Rough
A highly authentic and realistic texture for solid wood and
material reproductions.

SM

Semi Matt

ST12

Omnipore Matt
This is an all-over pore with irregular distribution of linear pores, and pores of
various depths, which gives the surface its natural look. A light sub-structure

→

A smooth, paint-like and untextured surface finish.

Smooth Textures

provides this surface with a velvety, pleasant touch.
50
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Decors

The EGGER Decorative Collection has been
broadened to cater for an increasingly
wide range of applications and styles.

A more diverse collection gives you the
resources to combine different
materials, colours, types of wood and
style directions with each other. This
diversity requires more orientation within
the collection.
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Neutral Unis

Basic Whites

Neutral
Unis
This palette of colours is all about
creating balance. Whether in
combination with each other or
as a neutral mix with something
more striking. New developments
include more white options,
shades approaching black as
well as an increased selection
of cooler grey tones.

W908 ST2

Basic White

CEFKG

W908 SM

Basic White

CEFK

W980 ST2

Platinum White

CEFKG

W980 SM

Platinum White

CEFK

Please see fold out on the backside cover for the description of the product icons.
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White Selection
W1100 ST9

Alpine White

CEFKGH

W1100

HG*

W1000 ST9

Premium White

CEFKGH

Alpine White

W1000 ST22

Premium White

CEFKGH

CEF

U104 ST9

Premium Whites

Alabaster White

CEFKGH

U775 ST9 White Grey

CEFKGH

W1000 ST38 Premium White

CEFK

Clear and Strong Beiges

U216 ST9

Came Beige

CEFKGH

U222 ST9

Crema Beige

CEFKGH
*For MFC, we offer ST30 with a different gloss level.
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U113 ST9

Cotton Beige

CEFKGH

U156 ST9 Sand Beige

Diamond Grey

CEFKGH

U732 ST9

Dust Grey

CEFKGH

CEFKGH

U200 ST9

U899 ST9

Beige

CEFKGH

Cool Greys

U707 ST9 Silk Grey

Cosmos Grey

CEFKGH

U763 ST9

Pearl Grey

CEFKGH

U960 ST9

Onyx Grey

CEFKGH

CEFKGH

U788 ST9

U999 ST2

Arctic Grey

CEFKGH
58

U963 ST9

Black

CEFKGH
59

Warm Greys

U708 ST9 Light Grey

U702 ST9

Cashmere Grey

CEFKGH

CEFKGH

U201 ST9

U767 ST9

Pebble Grey

CEFKGH

U748 ST9 Truffle Brown

CEFKGH

Cubanit Grey

CEFKGH

U961 ST2

Graphite Grey

CEFKGH

U750 ST9 Taupe Grey

CEFKGH

U727 ST9 Stone Grey

CEFKGH

U741 ST9

Lava Grey

CEFKGH
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Colourful Unis

Midnight Purples

Colourful
Unis
Coloured unis
include muted as
well as very bright
colour tones.
To cover a wider
colour range, the
intermediate tones
orange, brown,
violet and pink have
been expanded.
Further, all colours
feature a trendy
matt texture.

U560 ST9

Deep Sea Blue

CEFKGH

Desert Oranges
U818 ST9

Dark Brown

CEFKGHN

U332 ST9 Orange

CEFKGH

Natural Greens
U626 ST9 Kiwi Green

CEFKGHN
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U630 ST9

Lime Green

CEFKGHN

U606 ST9

Forest Green

CEFKGHN

U655 ST9

Emerald Green

CEFKGHN

Living Yellows

U108 ST9 Vanilla Yellow

CEFKGN

U131 ST9

Citrus Yellow

CEFKGHN
64

U114 ST9

Brilliant Yellow

CEFKGHN

Vivid Reds
U337 ST9

Fuchsia Pink

CEFKGN

U323 ST9

Chilli Red

CEFKGHN

U363 ST9

Flamingo Pink

CEFKGHN

U321 ST9

China Red

CEFKGHN
65

U311 ST9

Burgundy Red

CEFKGHN

Infinity Blues

Textured
Unis

U504 ST9 Tyrolean Blue

CEFKGHN

U525 ST9

Delft Blue

CEFKGHN

U522 ST9

The
combination
of plain colours
with texture continues
to be popular. They add a bit
of character to an otherwise
neutral palette.

Horizon Blue

CEFKGHN
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Textured Neutrals

U702 ST16

Cashmere Grey

CEFK

Metal and
Concrete

U788 ST16 Arctic Grey

CEFK

U999 ST38

Black

CEFK

U732

HG ST30

Dust Grey

HG ST30

Black

CEF

U999

The use of concrete or metal
reproductions in furniture and
interior design grew stronger in
recent years. Primarily used for
worktops, they are increasingly
popular for doors, drawer
and carcasses for kitchen,
bedroom and living room
furniture, as well as in many
commercial projects.

CEF
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Metal and Concrete

Concrete

F649 ST16 White Claystone

CEFIK

F651 ST16

Grey Claystone

Brushed Aluminium

F509 ST2 Aluminium

CEFKGHA

Light Grey Chicago Concrete

CEFKGH

F187 ST9

F501 ST2

CEFKGHA

CEFIK

F186 ST9

Metallics

F571 ST2

Gold Metallic

CEFKGA

Dark Grey Chicago Concrete

CEFKH

F570 ST2 Copper Metallic

CEFKGA

Used Metal
F302 ST87

Ferro Bronze

CEFIKGH
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Textile

Textile

Textile

F425 ST10 Beige Linen

CEFKG

F433 ST10 Anthracite Linen

CEFKG

Reproductions of
a variety of natural
materials that
achieve an authentic
appearance and a
natural haptic through
textile fibres.
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Oaks

Timeless Oak
Whether stripy and elegant, knotty and
rustic, light or dark, no type of wood
is so varied and timeless.
Whatever variation of oak
you require you’ll find it here
with new interpretations
of classics among new
colour tones and grain
character.

Oaks
H1277 ST9

Light Lakeland Acacia

CEFKGH

H1199 ST12

CEFKG

Black-Brown Thermo Oak

CEFIKH

H3395 ST12 Natural Corbridge Oak

CEFKGH
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H1113 ST10 Brown Kansas Oak

H1334 ST9

Light Sorano Oak

CEFKGH

H3398 ST12 Cognac Kendal Oak

CEFKG
75

Oaks

H1137 ST12 Black-Brown Sorano Oak

CEFK

Premium Oak

H3325 ST28 Tobacco Gladstone Oak

CEFIKG

H3309 ST28 Sand Gladstone Oak

CEFIKG

H3342 ST28 Sepia Gladstone Oak

CEFK

H1176 ST37 White Halifax Oak

CEFKG

H3326 ST28 Grey-Beige Gladstone Oak

CEFKG

H1181 ST37 Tobacco Halifax Oak

CEFIKG

H1146 ST10 Grey Bardolino Oak

CEFKG

H1180 ST37

Natural Halifax Oak

CEFIKG

H1145 ST10 Natural Bardolino Oak

CEFIKGH

H1151 ST10 Brown Arizona Oak

CEFK

The small decor illustrations in the decor correspond to a section of 600 × 900 mm.
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Oaks

Modern Oak

H3156 ST12

Grey Corbridge Oak

CEFKG

Handcrafted Oak

H3331 ST10 Natural Nebraska Oak

CEFIKG

H3154 ST36

Dark Brown Charleston Oak

CEFK
H3303 ST10 Natural Hamilton Oak

CEFIKGH

H3131 ST12 Natural Davos Oak

CEFKG

H1387 ST10 Graphite Denver Oak

CEFKGH
The small decor illustrations in the decor correspond to a section of 600 × 900 mm.
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H3170 ST12 Natural Kendal Oak

CEFKG

H3133 ST12 Truffle Brown Davos Oak

CEFIKG

H1399 ST10 Truffle Brown Denver Oak

CEFKG

The small decor illustrations in the decor correspond to a section of 600 × 900 mm.
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Classic Woods

Beech, Elm

Classic
Woods
H1582 ST15 Ellmau Beech

In addition to other classics,
such as beech and fruit woods, these
include trendy wood types such as softwood
or walnut. The featured colours and natural
elements make the decors look particularly
authentic.

CEFKGH
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H1212 ST33 Brown Tossini Elm

CEFK

CEFKGH

CEFK

Bavarian Beech

CEFKG

H3991 ST10 Natural Country Beech

H1213 ST33

H1511 ST15

Natural Tossini Elm

H1210 ST33

Grey-Beige Tossini Elm

CEFK
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Classic Woods

Coloured Pinewood

H3450 ST22 White Fleetwood

CEFKGH

H1401 ST22

H3433 ST22

Polar Aland Pine

CEFKGH

Cascina Pine

CEFIKGH

H1444 ST9

Alpine Pine

CEFKG

H3430 ST22 White Aland Pine

CEFKGH

H3451 ST22

Champagne Fleetwood

CEFKGH

H1486 ST36 Pasadena Pine

H1487 ST22 Bramberg Pine

CEFKGH

CEFK

Natural Pinewood

H1424 ST22

CEFKG

Fineline Cream

H1250 ST36

CEFK

Navarra Ash

H3453 ST22

Lava Grey Fleetwood

CEFKGH

H1400 ST36

Attic Wood

CEFK

The small decor illustrations in the decor correspond to a section of 600 × 900 mm.
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Classic Woods

Walnut

H3732 ST10 Brown Hickory

CEFKG
H3702 ST10 Tobacco Pacific Walnut

CEFIK

H3734 ST9

Natural Dijon Walnut

H3711 ST9 Tobacco Carini Walnut

84

Natural Pacific Walnut

CEFKGH

CEFKGH

CEFKG

H3700 ST10

H3773 ST9

Bleached Carini Walnut

CEFKGH

H3704 ST15 Tobacco Aida Walnut

CEFIKG

H3730 ST10 Natural Hickory

CEFKG

Maple, Birch, Pear

H3860 ST9

Champagne Hard Maple

CEFIKG

H1615 ST9 Verona Cherry

CEFKGH

H3840 ST9

Natural Mandal Maple

CEFKGH

H1733 ST9

Mainau Birch

CEFKG
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Exotics
H1636 ST12

Locarno Cherry

CEFKG

H3114 ST9 Tirano Pearwood

CEFKGH

When you want to create an impact, exotic
and coloured wood reproductions may
provide the answer.
They can

display a
colour variation not
achievable with veneers.

H3113 ST15

Lindau Pearwood

CEFKGH
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Exotics and Horizontal

Exotic Woods

H3006 ST22 Sand Zebrano

CEFKG

H3012 ST22

CEFKG
88

Mali Wenge

CEFKGH

Coco Bolo

CEFKGH

H1101 ST12

H3058 ST22

H1116 ST12

H3080 ST15

CEFK

Mahogany

H1114 ST9

Ribera Walnut

CEFKG

Dark Bamenda Wenge

CEFKG

Mocha Macassar

H3048 ST10

Antique Brown Borneo

CEFKG
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Nature in Colour

PerfectSense
H1122 ST22 Whitewood

CEFKG

H1123 ST22

Graphitewood

CEFKG
The range
of PerfectSense
lacquered boards has
been expanded. PerfectSense
Matt is now available in 8 colours
and PerfectSense Gloss is available in
6 colours.

H1115 ST12

Grey-Beige Bamenda

CEFKG

H3081 ST22

CEFK
90

H3047 ST10 Truffle Brown Borneo

CEFKG

Black Havana Pine

H3090 ST22 Shorewood

CEFKGH
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PerfectSense

PerfectSense Gloss
U323

PG/ST2

Chilli Red

BF

W1000

PG/ST2

Premium White

PG/ST2

Black

PG/ST2

Pearl Grey

U708

PM/ST2

Light Grey

U222

U732

PM/ST2

Dust Grey

BEF

PM/ST2

Crema Beige

U999

PM/ST2

Black

BEF

PG/ST2

Alabaster White

BF

W1100

Cashmere Grey

BEF

BF

U104

PM/ST2

BEF

BF

U763

U702

BEF

BF

U999

PerfectSense Matt

U727 PM/ST2 Stone Grey

BEF

PG/ST2

Alpine White

BF

W1000

BEF

PM/ST2

Premium White

W1100

PM/ST2

Alpine White

BEF

For laminate, we offer HG High Gloss with a different gloss level.
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Protecting the
environment begins with

All processes surrounding
our sustainable philosophy
are efficiently linked in an environmental cycle.

sustainable forestry.

Conserving resources is a top priority for EGGER. In fact it forms part of our core values.
We achieve this by promoting sustainable forestry and through integrated plants, energy
generation in our own biomass power plants, state-of-the-art manufacturing technology
and environmentally friendly logistics systems.
Through the material and thermal use of wood in a closed cycle, we reduce CO2 emissions
that are harmful to the environment.
Save time and hassle when tendering or collecting documents for green public
procurement and green building schemes. Verified, transparent environmental
information on the product is readily available in our EPDs.

→→

Find out more on www.egger.com/environment

Wood materials production
and upgrading

Consumer / Product Environmental
Performance Assessment

To continually improve our environmental

We provide full transparency through

performance in the production process, we select

Environmental Product Declarations

internationally certified energy and environmental

(EPDs). They give end customers important

management systems in accordance with

information about environmental and health

ISO 50001, ISO 14001 and EMAS.

aspects – for each of our core products.

Sawmill

Recycling

At our sawmill in Brilon, every

Recycled wood, consisting

year 800,000 cubic metres

of waste wood from

of spruce and pine logs from

disposed goods and those

sustainable forestry are

not fit for sale, is prepared

used. Sawmill by-products

and used for chipboard

are directly processed further

production.

in the woodbased materials
production.

Renewable energy
Sustainable forestry

Biogenic fuels, which can no longer be
used materially, are turned into heat

We act responsibly with regard to forests and the

and green electricity by us in our own

environment and are certified according to PEFC and

biomass power plants.

FSC , depending on the availability of the wood. In
®

accordance with the EU Timber Regulation, EUTR, we
only buy timber in a region from monitored suppliers.
→→
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Scan and download the full
Environmental Brochure here
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Service

Your everyday
resource.

EGGER Collection App
Our world in your hands | With the EGGER App you’ll have the entire Decorative Collection at your
fingertips, whenever and wherever you are. Enjoy instant access to the Virtual Design Studio with all the
decors, numerous room scenes and a number of functions for free. Generate new creative ideas through
the inspiration space, or simply scan the QR code on your sample to use the decor directly in the VDS.

VDS
Naturally we want you to get the most out of our products, so we offer a range
of services to help you do just that. From support with visualising your designs to
answering product queries and everything in between, we’re here for you both
online and in person.

Bringing your ideas to life | The Virtual Design Studio is the perfect consultation tool, allowing you
to visualise your ideas and those of your customers easily and online. EGGER flooring and furniture
decors can be easily placed in a wide variety of updated and existing room sets. For your convenience,
we suggest various EGGER decor combinations to suit your project. For extra options and to give your
customers an even more professional consultation service, choose VDS Profi. Everything is available
online or in the app across all mobile devices – take a look now, it’s just a click away.
→→

Find out more on www.egger.com/vds

Website
Your source of inspiration | From the practicalities of technical datasheets, processing instructions,
certificates and product availability to case studies or trend information, egger.com is the place to head
to. Search by decor number and name, texture or colour code to instantly find decor combinations that
support you in your daily consultations. Register at myEgger and get access to decor scans and other
useful services such as video downloads about current marketing topics.
→→

Register at myegger.com and benefit now

Sampling
Try before you buy | Check out our sample offer – all quickly available and tailored to your
requirements.
→→

Find out more on www.egger.com

To immediately get to know the decors you are looking for in real, visit your local distributor showroom.
→→
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Your local distributor: www.egger.com/distributorindex
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Notes

L

On Stock

C

Eurodekor
Melamine Faced Board

B

PerfectSense
Lacquered Board

E

Laminate

F

Edging

I

Worktop

K

Eurolight Lightweight Board

G

Compact Laminate

H

Door Sized
Laminate

A

Only for vertical application;
Pearlescent Decor
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Turkey

Croatia

Bulgaria

EGGER ORMAN ÜRÜNLERİ A.Ş.

EGGER Hrvatska/BiH

EGGER Bulgaria

GEPOSB, 12. Cad, No: 12

Tome Masaryka 1

6 prof. Georgi Bradistilov Str.

TR-41400 Gebze, Kocaeli

HR-42000 Varaždin

Office 321

t +90 262 751 3600

t +385 42 302 161

BG-1700 Sofia

f +90 262 751 3615

f +385 42 302 169

t +359 2 496 2020

info-tr@egger.com

info-hr@egger.com

f +359 2 496 4040
info-bg@egger.com

Baltics

Serbia

Greece

EGGER Baltic UAB

EGGER RS DOO

FRITZ EGGER GmbH & Co. OG

Žygio str. 91-61

Karađorđeva 55/9

Holzwerkstoffe

LT-08234 Vilnius

RS-11300 Smederevo

Tiroler Straße 16

t +370 5219 00 03

t +381 11 2150 538

AT-3105 Unterradlberg

f +370 527 84 813

m +381 62 283 842

t +43 50 600-12217

info-baltics@egger.com

info-rs@egger.com

f +43 50 600-92217

Availability
The product icons below
each decor image, starting on
page 57, indicate which decors
are available with which
products. Details can be found
in the availability guide or at
www.egger.com/availabilityguide

Please turn the page for the
description of the product
icons.

CEE_EN_1207280_01/2017
Subject to technical modifications and amendments. All decors shown are reproductions and shown at a scale of 1:2.
Due to variables in the printing process, colours may vary slightly from the actual product.

info-urb@egger.com

Slovenia
EGGER Slovenija
Gorazd Kuzman s.p.
Beleharjeva cesta 27/B
SI-4208 Šenčur
info-si@egger.com

FRITZ EGGER GmbH & Co. OG

SC EGGER România SRL

FRITZ EGGER GmbH & Co. OG

Holzwerkstoffe

Str. Austriei 2

Holzwerkstoffe

Weiberndorf 20

PO Box 38

Tiroler Straße 16

6380 St. Johann in Tirol

RO-725400 Rădăuţi, jud.

AT-3105 Unterradlberg

t +43 50 600-0

Suceava

t +43 50 600-12217

f +43 50 600-10111

t +40 372 4-38211

f +43 50 600-92217

info-sjo@egger.com

f +40 372 4-68211

info-urb@egger.com

info-rau@egger.com

